SEATTLE AUTHOR WELL SATISFIED WITH PRODUCTION

G. M. Savage Remarks That Valuable Rites of Advice Were Needed

As a historian in the field of labor and industrial relations, G. M. Savage is known for his insightful and well-researched works. In a recent interview, he expressed his satisfaction with the advice he has been receiving.

"It's been a great year," said Savage. "I've been able to incorporate a lot of valuable advice into my latest work, which I'm excited to share with the public. The feedback I've received has been really helpful."}

SPECIAL BOARD OF ARBITRATION SAYS VOTE IS ILLEGAL

250 Students Kicked Out of Voting Privileges Last Week

A total of 250 students were kicked out of voting privileges last week, according to the university's special board of arbitration.

"This is a very serious situation," said the board. "We take our duties very seriously in upholding the rules and regulations of the university."
WITH THE COEDS

Little Girl Feeds Hogs "Hattie" Filled With Animal Pets

Society

Many Idaho Students Going Home During Spring Vacation

CALENDAR

CALIFORNIA, home of the golden fruits and gardens of the state, will be the
subject of a special focus at the spring garden festival to be held in California during
the month of April. The festival will feature special exhibits of California's
unique flora, as well as demonstrations of California's famous climate and
weather conditions.

LA BREA TAR PITS, one of the world's most important archaeological sites,
will be the focus of a special visit during the spring vacation. Visitors will have
the opportunity to witness the site's fascinating history and learn about the
many prehistoric animals and artifacts that have been found there.
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Football fans will probably be out in force to watch the game in the year when the Buckeyes are competing for a national championship. The Ohio University football team will play in a game that will be held at a new stadium in Columbus, Ohio. The new stadium, which is under construction, will give the football team a brand new facility to play in. The stadium will be named "Ohio Stadium." The game will be played on Saturday, September 29th.

DETALEAU DELTA COPS "A" LEAGUE INTRAMURAL TITLE

Nose Out Betsa to Win Championship in Second-Term Title

A League

B Team

C Team

D Team

E Team

Delta Tau Delta wins the "A" league championship in the intramural competition. The Delta Tau Delta team had an exceptional season, winning all nine of their games. The team was led by Nose Out Betsa, who scored the most goals in the competition. The team's success was due to their strong defense and offensive play. Nose Out Betsa was named the Most Valuable Player of the tournament and was awarded the title of "A" league champion.

SPRING FOOTBALL WILL BEGIN AFTERNEXT VACATION

Practices Will Get Under Way in Ernest Next Month

Spring football practices will get under way at the University of Idaho on February 15th. The team will be practicing under the direction of Coach C. C. Hall, who will be returning from his successful trip to Europe last summer. The team is expected to have a strong season and is looking forward to the beginning of the practice sessions.

SPokane to See University Play

"Death Takes a Holiday" on Little Theatre Bill

Friday evening, April 24, 1932, the University of Idaho will present a production of "Death Takes a Holiday" on the Little Theatre stage. The play was written by Charles B. P. Emery, who is a member of the Idaho State University faculty. The production will be directed by the University of Idaho Drama Club, and the cast will be made up of students from the university.

LANNETT \& KERST \& NICKS

STUDENTS' LEARN ABOUT FARM TRACTOR

Review Instruction in Operation

For the past two weeks, students at the University of Idaho have been learning about the operation and care of tractors. The tractor sessions have been held in the university's Mechanics Hall, and the students have been taught by the university's Agricultural Extension Service. The students have been shown how to operate and maintain the tractors, and they have been given hands-on experience with the equipment. The sessions have been well-received, and the students have been enthusiastic about learning more about farming.

FISHING LICENSES NOT YET RECEIVED

Season Opens April 15 In Some Streams; No, Demand Here

The 1932 fishing season began April 15 in some streams. However, there has been no demand for licenses. The Idaho Department of Fish and Game has reported that the fishing season will be successful if the weather cooperates. The department is urging Idahoans to participate in the fishing season.

ROSS ENDS "ARMY DAY"

Ralph Peck, head football coach, ended "Army Day" with a victory over the Idaho State University football team. The game was held in the Idaho State University stadium and was attended by a large crowd. The victory was a significant one for the Idaho State University football team, as it was their first victory of the season.

New Spring Costumes are the Newest in JEWELRY

Crystal Necklaces

New Earring Sets

Henry J. Botten

To Be Smarter, Dress This Spring Wear a New EKOMOOR

A modish coat with rugged wearing qualities.

-Made of new fabric that is exclusive.

-Unmatchable tailoring that makes anyone look fine.

-New Fall 1932 styles designed by fashion leaders and tailored by experts. This coat will make you look and feel sophisticated.

"TOAST" SEED TO GROW EARLY SPUDS

Woodland, Idaho — "Toasting" is the new way to grow potatoes. Farmers are using this method in Woodland and other parts of Idaho. They are getting good results and are pleased with the outcome.

LOOK YOUR BEST

Moscow's Leading Barbers

Moscow Barber Shop

Latah Creamery

PARK 1314

PHONE 2257

OPEN 24 HOURS

For Your WEEK END FARTY

St. Gallon Large Variety to Suit Anyone